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Learning Outcomes/Goals

ECONOMICS

Knowledge
theories.
Demonsfirates a fundamental Irnowledge of existing economic
Economic theory serves as
y.
The student should demonstrate mastery of basic terminolog
ems, Students should
foundation for the skill set required to address economic probl
mentals ofeconomic theory and
demonstrate that they have acquired knowledge in the funda
analysis.
its applications. This training is based mostly on.graphical
Tools
Demonstrates ability to use economic tools
mic concepts and quantitative
Students should demonstrate mastery and application of econo
s, and simple models or thoughtmethodologies, including functional notation, charts; graph
'
experiments.
Application
Demonstrate an ability to apply
concepts and methods to
Students should demonstrate an ability to apply various economic
problems may be from various
analysis of historical, theoretical, or empirical problems. These
fields of economics.
Communication
ent case about an economic problem,
Students should demonstrate an ability to male a coher
oral and written methods using
the frameworJc of its analysis, data sources, and its solution in
appropriate economic tools whether theoretical or practical.

0.0 Level

1.0 Level

Scoring guide for Economics learning outcomes.
Performance Rating
Criterion
2.0 Level

3.0 Level

4.0 Level

4
Demonstrates
advanced knowledge
oftheories and/or
mastery of concepts
and terminology of
economics.

2

Demonstrates
elementary grasp of
economic concepts
and skill using
quantitative
methodologies to
express them.

~'"~ 2

x 3
~" 2
1
Demonstrates secure,
Demonstrates
Demonstrates
consistent, basic
elementary
fragmentary,
knowledge of
knowledge of
incomplete, andlor
theories and/or
theories and/or
inconsistent
mastery of concepts mastery of concepts
knowledge of
and terminology of and terrr~inology of
theories and/or
economics.
mastery of concepts economics.
and terminology of
economics.

~~ 1

Applies necessary
analytical skills to
specific, real-world
problems using
advanced
mathematical

Applies necessary
analytical skills to
specific, real-world
problems using
advanced
mathematical

Applies necessary
analytical skills to
specific, real-world
problems using
advanced
mathematical

4

4
Demonstrates
advanced grasp of
economic concepts
and advanced skill
using quantitative
methodologies to
express them.

~~ 0

Applies necessary
analytical skills to
specific, real-world
problems using
advanced
mathematical

~ 3

~~ 3
Demonstrates secure,
consistent, basic
grasp ofeconomic
concepts anal skill
using quantitative
methodologies to
express them.

Does not apply
necessary analytical
skills to specific,
real-world problems
using advanced
mathematical

1
0
Demonstrates
Does not
demonstrate grasp of fragmentary,
economic concepts incomplete, and/or
inconsistent grasp of
or quantitative
economic concepts
methodologies.
and skill using
quantitative
methodologies to
express them.

0
Knowledge:
Does not
Demonstrates
trate
demons
knowledge of
dge of
~owle
e~sting economic
~eories or mastery
theories and mastery
ts and
concep
of
ofeconomic concepts
ology of
termin
and terminology.
economics.
NA

Tools: Masters and
applies economic
concepts and
quantitative
methodologies,
including fiinctional
notation, charts,
graphs, and simple
models or thought
experiments.
NA

Annlication: Abel
analytical skills to
~ecific, real-world
problems
(contemporar Timor
historical using
advanced

Score

techniques drawn
techniques drawn
techniques drawn
techniques drawn
from statistics and
techniques drawn
mathematical
from statistics and
from statistics and
and
from statistics and from statistics
oductozy calculus introductory calculus
techniques drawn
intr
introductory calculus introductory calculus
at an advanced level.
introductory
a skilled basic
from statistics and
at
at an elementary
in a fragmentary,
introductory calculus. calculus.
level.
inappropriate, ancUor level:
_;
inconsistent manner.
NA
~ 4
3
~~ 2
1
0
Communication•
ents an original
Pres
Presents an adequate Presents a fully
develops, presents, Does not present a Presents a
and sophisticated
tory
sfac
sati
tion
solu
ry
and defends a
tion to an rudimentary solution elementa
solu
nt
tion to an
coge
solu
tion
solu
onal
enti
conv
to an economic
sophisticated solution
m to an economic
ble
pro
ic
nom
nomic problem,
eco
eco
problem,including to an economic
problem, including
to an economic
and/or neglects to
including the
g
the framework ofits problem, includin
problem.
standard written the framework ofits
mework ofits
use
fra
its
of
ork
mew
fra
the
analysis and a
and/or oral formats. analysis and a
analysis and a
NA
n analysis and a
rationale for selection rationale for selectio
The presentation
n rationale for selection
ctio
sele
e
for
onal
rati
ofits solution. The
ofits solution. The
maybe deeply
ofits solution. The
ofits solution. The
presentation may
flawed with respect presentation may
presentation contains presentation is
contain flaws in
to selection and/or contain flaws in
few, if any,flaws in engaging and
standard written
correct application of standard written
contains no flaws in
and/or oral formats. standard written
economic concepts, and/or oral formats.
oral formats. standard written
or
and/
The presenter selects The presenter selects
methods, data.
presenter selects andlor oral formats.
The
ic
and applies- economic and applies econom
sources, and
and applies economic The presenter selects
concepts, methods, concepts, methods,
economic
technology.
or concepts, methods, and applies
data sources, and/or data. sources, and/
s,
data. sources, andlor concepts, method
technology which are technology which
data.sources, andlor
technology which
represent basic
superficial or
technology which
conceptual and skill represent conceptual
otherwise do not
ed
and skill development represent advanc
development
represent work
conceptual and skill
appropriate to an
expected ofan entrydevelopment.
entry-level
level economics
professional.
professional.
Total Score:

ASSESSMENT REPORT 2014-2015
ECONOMICS
Background:
erent
State University consists of several diff
The Economics Program at Fitchburg
n in international
r;(2) an Economics minor;(3) a concentratio
components:(1) an Economics majo
r in Economics;
2009, has required completion of a majo
business and economics, which, since
nistration and
including, but not limited to, Business Admi
and (4)service to other departments,
History/Secondary Education.
Assessment Activities:
the economics program in
Assessment activities undertaken in
include the following:

this most recent period

basic,
points through TK20 for introductory or
a. S a m p I e of classesto establish data
ing and achievement as outlined in the.
intermediate, and final stages of learn
program'soutcomes assessment plan.
tion amongthe Economics faculty.
b . Continuing discussion and consulta
use of
healthy progression in student knowledge,
The data from the TK20 entriesshow a
stages.
al stage through the intermediate and final
tools, and communication from the initi
knowledge and
e is a continuing pattern whereby student
Within these categories, though, ther
Economics. As a
ty of students to make use of the tools of
skill at communicating exceed the abili
2.66, the
average score for student knowledge was
result, for the courses assessed, the
score for Tools
tly higher at 2.68, while their average
sligh
was
n
atio
unic
comm
for
age
aver
s, with the
ion skills were only assessed in one clas
was just 2.07. The students' Applicat
average score being just 1.75.
Areas for Future Work:
culty in
students have consistently exhibited diffi
In light of the fact that Economics
cises/problem sets,
lty will work to incorporate more exer
applying Economic concepts, the facu
at the rubric in this
skills in this area. They will also look
etc. in order to enhance the students
only one class in
revised, and specifically determine why
area to see whether it needs to be
examine the
area. Finally, the Economics faculty will
Economics assessed the students in this
scale one potential
nt or need to be revised, with the 0-4
icie
suff
are
they
her
whet
see
to
ics
rubr
revision.

